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As we prepare to celebrate the State of Israel's 73rd independence
day, let's take a few minutes to focus on Tikkun Olam, and how it
relates to the day.

·What do you think are Israel's greatest resources, and how can they best be
shared with the rest of the world?

·"Israel is a small country with limited resources. They should be concerned
with themselves, not with helping others right now."-Do you agree or
disagree? How would you respond to this statement?

·"Being a Jewish State means being a state that actively helps other
countries."-Do you agree? Why?

·Should Israel help only countries with which it has friendly diplomatic
relations, or also countries that it does not have a good relationship with?

·In which situation are Jews better equipped to serve humanity, as members
of diaspora communities, or as citizens of Israel? What are the pros and cons
of each?

D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S



Israel was among the first three countries to provide aid to victims of the 2004 tsunami
that ravaged parts of Southeast Asia. 

Israel has treated thousands of Syrians wounded in the civil war despite Syria’s ongoing
hostilities against Israel.

• Israel Defense Forces (IDF) medical and rescue teams have responded to earthquakes all
around the world in countries such as: Mexico, Armenia, Turkey, El Salvador, India, Peru,
Indonesia, Haiti, Japan, and Nepal. 

• Israel offers agricultural training to farmers from Gaza, the West Bank, and Egypt.

 • Israeli scientists have developed strains of corn that can withstand witchweed, a parasite
that harms crops in much of sub-Saharan Africa, leading to increased food security.

 • Israel is working with the U.S. to give agricultural aid and training to Uganda, Ethiopia,
Tanzania, and Rwanda in the areas of food production, crop cycles, and the environment.

• In 23 years, the Israeli organization Save A Child’s Heart (SACH) has treated over 4,900
children suffering from congenital and rheumatic heart disease in 57 countries where quality
medical care is unavailable.

• Israel’s official emergency service, Magen David Adom, trains first aid instructors from
developing countries to teach life-saving techniques in their home countries.

• Founded in 1958, the Israel Center for International Cooperation (MASHAV) assists
developing nations with environmental, educational, development, and emergency
preparedness programs. 

• Israel worked closely with India to help it develop irrigation and desalination projects to
reduce waste and increase access to water for all of India’s citizens.

• Innovation: Africa brings Israeli solar energy to African villages to help them keep the
lights on at school and power wells that allow children to spend their time learning instead of
looking for water. 
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·Which of the above do you think is the most important and why?

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?
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Read the following quotes and discuss how each of them addresses the
subject of Tikkun Olam.

"The love for people must be alive in the heart and soul, a love for all people and a
love for all nations, expressing itself in a desire for their spiritual and material
advancement…One cannot reach the exalted position of being able to recite the
verse from the morning prayer, “Praise the Lord, invoke His name, declare His works
among the nations”, without experiencing the deep, inner love stirring one to a
solicitousness for all nations, to improve their material state and promote their
happiness."
 - Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak Kook

"We extend the hand of peace and good-neighborliness to all the States around us
and to their people, and we call upon them to cooperate in mutual helpfulness with
the independent Jewish nation in its Land. The State of Israel is prepared to make its
contribution in a concerted effort for the advancement of the entire Middle East."
- Israel's Proclamation of Independence, read on (14 May 1948)

"We have rebelled against all controls and religions, all laws and judgments which the
mighty sought to foist upon us. We kept to our dedication and our missions. By these
will the State be judged, by the moral character it imparts to its citizens, by the
human values determining its inner and outward relations, and by its fidelity, in
thought and act, to the supreme behest: "and thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
- David ben Gurion
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